
Guidance For Bringing one Dog 

Your dog must be at least a year old. On an exceptional basis we may take a younger dog 

but please speak with us first. We are very happy for you to have your pet accompany you 

on holiday, but it is on the understanding that you please observe our booking conditions 

relating to the acceptance of pets to the property. We hope that you will find Swallows at 

Falkedon beautifully furnished and presented in an immaculately clean condition for you but 

we do need your help to keep it that way. Our high cleaning standards ensure that guests 

without dogs can confidently stay in our cottage without detecting doggie smells and doggie 

hairs. However, it would be almost impossible to maintain these high standards if a few 

‘house rules’ for dogs weren’t respected, so we appreciate your co-operation and respect for 

others staying after you.  

Here are our house rules for pets:  

• Pets are not permitted on furniture but if you think your dog will not respect that rule 

because they do it at home, PLEASE ENSURE YOU  have brought sufficient 

blankets to fully cover the sofas.  

• Pets are NOT allowed on beds – even with covers applied   

• Pets are NOT permitted in the bedroom   

• If you wish to leave your pet unattended in a cottage, this is fine but please let us 

know and leave it in the kitchen with the door closed to the other areas 

• There is a hose by my backdoor to wash off your dog if it is dirty after a walk. 

Remember to bring a towel for your dog 

• If you return into the apartment with a wet dog please leave it in the kitchen/diner to 

dry off using the child/pet safety gate so that your dog can see you and does not 

scratch the paint work or jump up at the door from the kitchen/diner 

• The interior and grounds of the property must be left in a clean, undamaged condition  

• Your pet must not be permitted to cause any kind of nuisance to the neighbouring 

properties i.e. incessant barking  

• There are kennels on the property and you are welcome to use them – they can be 

locked but you leave your dog there at your own risk. Feel free to bring your own dog 

crate if you wish. 

• I supply a raised dog bed with a clean fleece for your use. 


